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Summer months are generally a time of plenty. With the long, hot days, and we are privileged to witness many 

beautiful plants and trees species flowering, along with other interesting animals activities out in the bush. Along with 

that, and a significant part of summer is a large increase in the concentration of insects. Moths and butterflies flutter 

around the Bushveld, termites take flight from their nests, beetles scuttle across the floor, spiders weave their webs 

across all the pathways and geckos pick off insects buzzing around light sources during the night. All of this creepy 

crawly talk is the stuff of nightmares for some people. For a keen field guide like myself, however, it is a dream come 

true! 

So, as summer draws to a close I thought that this was a good time to share some of my macro images that I have 

managed to capture here at Mabula during the last few months of summer.

It was my guests’ last afternoon safari drive, and they were filled with mixed emotions at the thought of their 

departure next morning back home to Johannesburg and India. We had a spectacular two days together, and had 

seen a variety of phenomenal sightings, many of which will remain in all of our memories forever. But the best was 

yet to come…

We set out on the last afternoon safari drive on a cool and overcast afternoon with the intention of looking for Lions, 

Cheetahs and Elephants. After checking a known active areas where we would normally find the lions, with no luck, 

we continued with our safari, appreciating the morning sounds and smells of the bush.

Our only other plan for the rest of the drive was to identify a suitable spot for sundowner’s drinks, so we could 

reminisce over the experience of the past two days.  We agreed to stop at the deck in Madjuma after sighting the 

lions.
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This Madjuma pride has been moving rather erratically lately, covering the whole of Madjuma area in search of 

food, at some stage this month they spend ten days without being successful of kill.

Conflict feels intrinsically scary to many of us but it seems to me that instead of avoiding it we should be looking 

for safe and loving ways to engage in it. In a lion pride, cubs don’t learn how to behave in socially appropriate ways 

without conflict, clear boundary lines of territories are not held without 

conflict and meals are not shared fairly without conflict. In nature, 

communities of animals find themselves stronger for being honest 

about where they’re at, even when it looks ugly. The resultant injuries are 

mere nicks and scratches on a lion’s tough skin. Maybe we need to start 

trusting the resilience of human relationships just as much.

Two Madjuma males’ lions walking close to one another. Despite these 

two males being in the same coalition, a fight ensued over mating 

rights. It is only through conflict like this that dominance hierarchies are 

established within the coalition. Soon after this photograph was taken 

the two males moved off to rest with three respective lionesses.

Lions are intensely territorial animals. As such they have specially shaped 

vocal chords which allow them to roar and thereby advertise their 

position and boundaries. Despite this they are limited to hearing and 

being heard by other lions up to 10km away. 

Elephants have specialized cells packed into their feet and trunks that 

allow them to pick up vibrations made by the low rumbling of other 

elephants relatively far from their position. 

This is incredible and yet it still limits them to a radius of 15km, 

essentially they’re only really aware of what is happening in their 

immediate vicinity.

A Madjuma dominant male lion bathed in afternoon sunlight, moved 

towards us in the long grass following the females on the hunt. The 

moment he made direct eye contact is one I will never forget.
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Lions in general tend to avoid conflict as much as possible as an injury can spell death and thus use their far 

reaching voices to advertise their position and their territorial boundaries.

A Madjuma lioness focuses her attention on a herd of wildebeest ahead of her. After taking this image, she 

proceeded to crouch down and begin her stalk. Unfortunately not successful.  
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POLLINATION OF GRASSES

All grasses in southern Africa are wind pollinated, the pollen only retaining its viability over short distances. Daily 

flowering and pollination appears to be fixed within narrow time limits for each species, this increasing chance of 

pollination. Closely related species may be reproductively isolated by the flowering at different times of the day. 

Animals and wind are relied upon mostly to pollinate plants, animals and birds are often responsible, but this is 

accidental, as they are only trying to obtain food from the plant. Pollinated plants, are often brightly coloured and 

have strong scents in order to attract animals and other pollinators.

This elephant used its tusks up against a Marula tree, shaking it 

repeatedly, allowing the ripened fruits to fall to the ground, which it 

then devoured.

Like most other guides on Mabula, we often struggle to come up 

with an answer to one of the most frequently asked questions by 

guests: “What is your most favorite sighting here at Mabula Game 

Lodge?”

It’s a question commonly met with an answer like, “I have witnessed 

so many amazing animal interactions it’s difficult to isolate a single 

sighting”, or “I could narrow it down to five incredible sightings but 

it’s so difficult to choose one.” The truth is that all of these answers 

are entirely accurate. We as guides are all so incredibly privileged to 

witness the interactions of wild animals on a daily basis and it is often 

difficult (particularly for individuals who have been guiding for longer 

periods of time) to isolate merely one sighting that stands out above the rest.

Having grappled with this question many times and being relatively unsatisfied with my own responses every time, 

I took it upon myself to sift through thousands of photographs taken over the past few months, not only to remind 

myself of a series of truly incredible sightings, but also to select one image from each of these sightings that I could 

share. By sharing these images I hope to highlight not only the many memorable moments we share with our 

guests, but also to illustrate the true magic that exists in the paradise of Mabula Private Game Reserve.

I hope you enjoy viewing the images as much as I enjoyed sharing these moments with guests…
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Birds do it, bees do it, human beings and elephants do it too - that is, they sleep. Humans and animals need to do 

several things to pass on their genes: eat, avoid being eaten, reproduce and sleep. 

Missing any of these biological imperatives may leads to death. But when we’re asleep we can’t perform those other 

functions then, is: why do we sleep? One is for the removal of waste products, another is for memory consolidation. 

Larger mammals tend to sleep less than smaller mammals. 

So African elephants, adults weighing between 5000 and 6000 kg shouldn’t sleep much, a large elephant needs to 

eat around 300 kg of low quality food daily. This leaves little time for sleep. 

One of the specializations in the elephant brain is orexin neurons of the hypothalamus. This control the balance 

between satiety and arousal: if you’ve had enough to eat, the neurons become silent and allow you to go to sleep. If 

not, they keep you awake. 

This balance and the quality of the diet explain the trend for larger mammals to sleep less, or herbivores to sleep 

less than carnivores and omnivores (like humans). That is why our elephants sleep less and rather spend more time 

finding suitable area on the reserve with quality food.

Mafutha walking down Appeculatum road on Western 

Mokaikai, Mafutha is the biggest bull on the reserve. 

Elephants communicate with trumpets, squeaks, 

rumbles as well as some noises too low for the 

human ear to pick up. They pick up these rumblings in 

specialized cells packed in their feet and the tips of their 

trunks.

This was one of my best sighting on Mabula, seeing this 

female bringing down a fully grown wildebeest on her 

own was fascinating. At the age of twelve years and still 

going strong.

Tower… these giraffes turn to look at us simultaneously 

in the morning safari as the sun rises to lights up their 

coats. Youngsters of this age tend to move in nursery 

groups rather than alongside their respective mothers. 

Here they are with one mother.
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We were very fortunate to get the coalition of cheetahs on the walking safari busy feeding on an impala ram, we 

walked from top road Modjadji side all the way down to the erosions area on bottom road, very relaxed.

It was amazing to see the mother and the cubs busy feeding on an impala ram, the mother caught her prey on 

Kwaf highway just past stables. Guests enjoyed the sighting as it was just next to the road on an open area.

We have seen great increase on Leopards and Brown 

Hyenas since the introduction of cheetahs on the 

reserve. Cheetahs are the apex species on the Greater 

Mabula Private Game reserve therefore both Leopards 

and Brown Hyenas capitalize on that, this big guy 

was sighted on the late afternoon on mud house, 

Mannekamp main road. Just interested in completing 

his mission.
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Another glorious sunset over Mabula. As winter 

approaches these sunset tend to get more and 

more dramatic as they reflect off the dust in 

the atmosphere.

Among many other rewards of guiding is the 

opportunity to be a part of that first sighting; 

sharing in that moment of discovery and awe. 

Out of all of the joys in my job (which there are 

many) my utmost favourite is the chance to 

contribute to someone else’s first sighting of 

something they have desired to see. 

From a leopard to a male lion, sometimes a 

massive rhino or tall giraffe or even a rare bird, these moments of achievement are once in a lifetime and I know that 

feeling. I remember that rush and I acknowledge that momentousness. And if it is reached, I am immediately cast 

back to those emotions I felt at a young age and can therefore share in the excitement at present.

Safari is not complete without stopping for a 

sundowner at a designated sundowners stop. 

We stopped for afternoon drinks in Madjuma 

on a newly build deck. Beautiful place for those 

who loves to take panorama pictures.

We have all heard the whisperings of a wilder 

life. But few of us have even considered where 

we would go if we did heed the call.

Have you ever thought what would happen if 

you said yes to the promise of adventure?

The Mabula family are people who have chosen 

to live life differently. They have answered a 

call to nature. A call to the wild and an adventurous life and by doing this they are mapping the landscape of the 

unknown to show others the way. They are storytellers of the wilderness. Constantly following the wildlife into an 

ever-unfolding mystery.

At Mabula game lodge our guiding team has the collective experience of more than 100 years. Woven into this is a 

deep understanding of this land and the animals. This knowledge and wisdom means we are artists of experience 

when it comes to safari.

But it also means we are people who ask the question, what it means to Live Safari?

Does it mean visiting Mabula and tracking our cheetahs on foot with one of our guides or does it mean mapping 

shooting stars in the night sky with an expert guide? Does it mean answering the beat of an African drum with a 

joyous dance from our traditional dancers or listening to the quiet whisperings of trees? Or does it mean taking the 

bold step to the next big track in your life?

Ultimately only you can decide what it means to Live Safari...

That’s all I have for you this month. I hope you all had a wonderful Easter month and all have arrived back to their 

homes safely. Till next month again.

From Isaiah and Wildlife team

Bushveld greetings


